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Abstract

We study and document the influence of wetting and non-wetting trapped immiscible fluid on

the probability distribution of pore-scale velocities of the flowing fluid phase. We focus on drainage

and imbibition processes within a three-dimensional micro-computed tomographic image of a real

rock sample. The probability distribution of velocity magnitude displays a heavier tail for trapped

non-wetting than wetting fluid. This behavior is a signature of marked changes in the distribution

and strength of preferential flowpaths promoted by the wettability property of the trapped fluid.

When the latter is wetting the host solid matrix, high-velocity areas initially present during single-

phase flow conditions are mainly characterized by increased or decreased velocity magnitudes,

and the velocity field remains correlated with its counterpart associated with the single-phase

case. Otherwise, when the trapped fluid is non-wetting, features that are observed to prevail are

appearance and disappearance of high-velocity areas and a velocity field that is less correlated to

the one obtained under single-phase conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION11

Understanding and quantifying the impact of pore-scale flow heterogeneity on the ob-12

served behavior of fluid flow and transport at the continuum (Darcy) scale is key to the13

assessment of anomalous features documented in natural and engineered media under satu-14

rated [1–8] and unsaturated conditions [9–14]. Knowledge of the probability distribution of15

pore-scale velocities has been demonstrated to be critical in determining dispersion mech-16

anisms in porous media [15] and is a major element which allows advancing our ability17

to characterize fluid flow processes in porous media. Here we focus on the still unresolved18

challenging issue of characterizing the effects of a trapped immiscible fluid phase on the prob-19

ability density distribution of pore-scale velocities of the flowing phase in the pore space of20

a natural rock.21

Recent developments allowed characterizing the probability distribution of pore-scale ve-22

locities from the corresponding distribution of pore and throat sizes under single-phase flow23

conditions for two-dimensional porous microstructures [16, 17] and stochastically generated24

three-dimensional porous media [18]. These progresses have improved our understanding of25

the way low and high flow velocities distribute in a saturated porous medium characterized26

by well-defined pore size distribution and documented that a profound relationship exists27

between the underlying pore structure and fluid flow patterns. The situation is clearly more28

complicated in the presence of two or more fluid phases and characterizing the probability29

distribution of pore-scale velocities represents a notable challenge both from an experimental30

and numerical point of view. Experiments are mostly limited by the spatial and temporal31

resolutions of measurement techniques, and by the choice of flowing fluids and porous mate-32

rials. Otherwise, high-resolution numerical methods applied to the simulation of multiphase33

flows mainly suffer from fictitious velocities originating from numerical artefacts at fluid-fluid34

interfaces and are associated with high computational costs. Okamoto et al. [19] analyze35

the influence of a stagnant immiscible liquid on the flow of water in porous media through36

a set of experiments performed in a three-dimensional bed of glass beads with and without37

the presence of trapped residual silicone oil. These authors use magnetic resonance imaging38

to characterize how localized high-velocity areas are modified by the presence of stagnant39

silicone oil and show that water velocity profiles can be drastically modified due to changes40

of (i) pore space accessible to fluid flow and (ii) localization of high-velocity areas. Datta et41

al. [20] use confocal microscopy and refractive index matching to measure flow distribution42
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in a three-dimensional bed of glass beads for single-phase flow and a flow condition char-43

acterized by trapped residual non-wetting oil. They show that the spatial distribution of44

pore-scale velocities is linked to the underlying pore structure and that the presence of non-45

wetting oil ganglia confines the flow to high-velocity, preferential paths. Jiménez-Mart́ınez et46

al. [11, 14] analyze experimentally the dynamics of solute dispersion within two-dimensional47

porous media under unsaturated conditions and show that dispersion, mixing, and reaction48

rates are enhanced by increased flow confinement on preferential paths, due to the presence49

of trapped immiscible fluid phases. Despite these efforts, detailed descriptions of the way50

pore-scale velocities distribute within natural pore spaces under multiphase conditions is51

still not completely explored. In this context, the effect of wettability of the trapped phase52

on flow confinement into preferential paths is still unexplored.53

Here, we rely on high resolution numerical simulations to study and document the way54

low and high pore-scale flow velocities distribute in a three-dimensionally reconstructed55

Portland limestone for (i) single-phase flow, and (ii) multiphase flow with a trapped wet-56

ting or non-wetting immiscible fluid. These settings are representative of typical scenarios57

encountered in natural subsurface reservoirs and aquifers. We find that probability densities58

of low flow velocities follow a unique power-law behavior under both single- or multiphase59

conditions. Otherwise, high flow velocities display a stretched exponential behavior. The60

latter is characterized by a heavier tail for flow with a trapped non-wetting fluid phase,61

as compared to the remaining cases studied. We show that the wettability of the trapped62

phase plays a critical role on the way the residual phase distributes in the pore space and63

preferential paths are organized.64

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS65

We use typical simulators implemented in the OpenFOAM R© toolbox [21], interFoam66

and simpleFoam, to, first, numerically reproduce drainage and imbibition processes and,67

second, solve steady incompressible viscous flow of the flowing phase in the connected region68

resulting as a consequence of trapping phenomena. interFoam uses a volume-of-fluid69

technique to implicitly track the interfaces between two immiscible flowing fluids on an70

Eulerian grid [22]. The relative amount of one of the fluid phases in a cell, i.e., the volume71

fraction α, is solved in conjunction with the Navier-Stokes equations describing flow of the72

phases. Interfacial tension is accounted for through a balanced-force continuum surface force73
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TABLE I. Main characteristics of the porous rock sample analyzed.

Number of voxels Sample size Total porosity Connected porosity Permeabilitya

[-] [mm3] [-] [-] [m2]

300× 300× 450 1.2× 1.2× 1.8 12.365% 11.465% 2.49× 10−13

a As determined from a single-phase flow simulation

method [23, 24] and calculating the interfacial curvature, κ = −∇ · n, from the field of unit74

normal vector to the interface, n = ∇α/|∇α|. A one-fluid approach is used to formulate the75

system of conservation equations [25]. Mass conservation reads76

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (1)

where t is time and density ρ = αρ1 + (1 − α)ρ2 is defined as a weighted sum of phase-177

(e.g., water) and phase-2 (e.g., oil) densities (subscripts 1 and 2 referring to phase 1 and 2,78

respectively, and α = α1). Velocity, u, is rendered through the momentum balance equation79

∂ρu

∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+∇ · [µ (∇u +∇uᵀ)] + σκ∇α. (2)

Here, p denotes pressure, µ = αµ1 + (1 − α)µ2 is dynamic viscosity, and σ is the surface80

tension coefficient. Evaluation of transport of the volume fraction, α, is typically plagued81

by numerical diffusion leading to smeared interfaces through time. In interFoam, this82

smearing issue is mitigated by adding an artificial compression term to the volume fraction83

advection equation. This yields84

∂α

∂t
+∇ · (αu) +∇ · [α(1− α)ur] = 0. (3)

Here, ur is a velocity field aligned with n and suitable to compress the interface, thus85

minimizing smearing [22].86

We solve the set of governing equations within the pore space reconstructed from a87

three-dimensional micro-tomographic image of a Portland limestone (with a 4 µm reso-88

lution) whose characteristics are listed in Table I. We extract pore network information89

(listed in Table II) upon relying on the marker-based watershed segmentation method of90

Gostick [26]. Applying traditional Dirichlet boundary conditions for pressure at the inlet91

and outlet boundaries of the simulation domain leads to strong capillary end effects affecting92

the two-phase flow solution [27]. We deal with this issue by (a) reflecting the pore space93
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TABLE II. Main characteristics of the pore network extracted from the rock sample analyzed fol-

lowing the marker-based segmentation method of Gostick [26]. Here, Np and Nt are the number of

pores and throats, respectively; 〈dp〉 is the average pore volume-equivalent diameter; 〈dt〉 is the av-

erage area-equivalent throat diameter; and 〈CN〉 is the average coordination number, representing

a measure of the pore network connectivity.

Np [-] 〈dp〉 [µm] Nt [-] 〈dt〉 [µm] 〈CN〉 [-]

1227 54.1 1650 32.5 2.69

x

y

z mean flow direction

FIG. 1 (color online). Three-dimensional representation of the pore space showing the reflection

of the porous structure along the mean flow direction; dashed lines denote the plane of reflection.

along the mean flow direction (Fig. 1) and (b) applying periodic boundary conditions in94

a way similar to Ramstad et al. [28]. To force flow in a given direction, we add a pres-95

sure drop between the inlet and outlet faces. A nearly constant flow rate is enforced by96

dynamically correcting the pressure drop. No-slip conditions are implemented at the re-97

maining boundaries. Modeling contact line and contact angle dynamics is still a matter98

of debate and requires considering small-scale effects down to the molecular level [29]. To99

maintain a robust approach, we implement a model of constant contact angle at the fluid-100

solid interfaces. Numerical solution of the system of governing equations is achieved using a101

predictor-corrector technique [30] and a preconditioned conjugate gradient linear solver [31].102
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Stability of the simulation is ensured through convective and capillary time-step constraints.103

We do so by (i) limiting the largest travel distance a fluid particle can reach within a time104

step to a quarter of the grid spacing, ∆x, and (ii) guaranteeing that the propagation of105

capillary waves is temporally resolved. It is crucial to avoid aliasing of the shortest numeri-106

cally represented capillary waves, whose physical motion cannot be accurately resolved [32].107

Accordingly, the time-step size, ∆t, should be driven by the constraint108

∆t ≤ min

(
0.25

∆x

umax

,

√
(ρ1 + ρ2)∆x3

4πσ

)
. (4)

Here, umax denotes maximum velocity magnitude, ρ1 and ρ2 are phase-1 and phase-2 fluid109

densities, respectively, and σ is the surface tension coefficient. We simulate (primary)110

drainage by first saturating the porous sample with the wetting phase and then by in-111

jecting the non-wetting phase uniformly across the inlet. In our periodic setting, injection112

of the non-wetting phase takes place by keeping a constant unit volume fraction of the113

non-wetting phase in each of the void cells at the inlet plane. Likewise, (secondary) imbi-114

bition is simulated by maintaining a unit volume fraction of the wetting phase at the inlet,115

the initial fluid distribution being set as the final state of the drainage process. In both116

cases, simulation is run until steady-state conditions are attained, a scenario corresponding117

to approximately five injected pore volumes in our setting. To avoid misinterpretations of118

the probability distributions of pore-scale velocities, caused by spurious currents near the119

fluid-fluid interfaces, the connected region of the flowing fluid phase is extracted from the120

two-phase flow simulation and used as the computational domain for steady-state single121

phase flow simulations. We perform these simulations using the simpleFoam solver. Here,122

the solution of the steady incompressible viscous fluid flow is obtained through an iterative123

segregated method [33]. Considering stationarity of fluid-fluid interfaces at the final state of124

the two-phase flow simulations, we assume fixed computational domain boundaries, formed125

by an inlet, an outlet, fluid-solid and fluid-fluid interfaces. In this setting, inlet and outlet126

faces of the pore space are made periodic and a fixed pressure jump is set. No-slip boundary127

conditions are implemented for the fluid-solid interfaces. The boundary at the fluid-fluid128

interfaces is impermeable, with continuity of viscous stresses. This condition simplifies to129

a no-slip or to a free-slip condition, depending on the viscosity of the trapped phase being130

either infinite or zero. Similar velocity distributions are obtained in these two limit cases, as131

illustrated in Appendix A, suggesting that the influence of the fluid-fluid interface boundary132

condition is negligible for the scenarios investigated in this study. Results associated with133
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the no-slip condition at the fluid-fluid interfaces are discussed in the following.134

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION135

A. Simulation Scenarios136

We start by evaluating the single-(wetting) phase steady-state flow in the available pore137

space as a baseline for comparison. We then simulate the flow of oil (with subscript nw, non-138

wetting phase) and water (with subscript w, wetting phase) characterized by a density ratio139

γ = ρnw/ρw = 0.78 and by a viscosity ratio η = µnw/µw = 2.87, values typically encountered140

in two-phase core-flooding experiments [34]. Water wets the solid with a uniform contact an-141

gle of 60◦. The macroscopic pressure gradient along the z-axis is automatically adjusted dur-142

ing the simulation so that the operating capillary number is Ca = µnwuD/σ ≈ 3×10−5±10%.143

Here, uD is Darcy velocity calculated from the total volumetric flow rate. Accordingly, a flow144

regime slightly above capillary-dominated conditions (Ca < 10−6) is achieved [35]. Stokes145

flow condition is verified and maintained in all simulations. Oil percolates in the pore space146

during primary drainage and the total residual amount of (trapped) water after drainage147

occupies approximately 35.8% of the pore volume. Conversely, the residual (trapped) oil148

after imbibition accounts to approximately 34.6% of the pore volume. A three-dimensional149

rendering of the final fluid distribution is given in Figure 2a and in Figure 2b for the drainage150

and imbibition scenarios, respectively. We finally simulate steady single-phase flow in the151

connected region attained after primary drainage or secondary imbibition. Our analysis is152

therefore based on three settings: (i) single-phase flow of the wetting phase, (ii) flow of153

the non-wetting phase with trapped wetting phase (trapped water), and (iii) flow of the154

wetting phase with trapped non-wetting phase (trapped oil). We perform our computations155

using 3264 cores from the Marconi A2 partition of the Italian high performance computing156

center, CINECA [36]. The total computation time required for the study amounts to about157

1,500,000 core hours, equivalent to 20 days.158

B. Probability Distributions of Pore-Scale Velocities159

The probability distribution of scaled velocity magnitudes, fu, (Fig. 3b) displays a power160

law scaling in the range of low velocities, fu ∼ 0.2×(u/〈u〉)−0.75, independent of the scenario161

considered, 〈u〉 being the mean of the (spatially variable) values of u corresponding to a162
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(a)

trapped water

(wetting phase)

(b)

trapped oil

(non-wetting phase)

FIG. 2 (color online). The final fluid distribution obtained after primary drainage is shown in (a)

where the invading oil is colored in red and the trapped residual water is represented in translucent

blue color; oil-water interfaces are colored in yellow. Likewise, the final state of the secondary

imbibition is depicted in (b) with the invading water in blue and the trapped residual oil in

translucent red.

given scenario. An appraisal of the influence of the sample size on these types of results is163

included in Appendix B. Power law scaling of low velocity probability distributions was also164

observed in de Anna et al. [16] for single-phase flow in five two-dimensional geometries of165

non-overlapping circular posts of random position and radius. These authors show that in166

their setting the exponent of the power law is directly proportional to the exponent of the167

power law scaling characterizing the low range of pore throat sizes probability distribution.168

Here, we assess the probability distribution of pore and throat sizes of the medium and of the169

pore spaces formed after trapping using the marker-based watershed segmentation method170

of Gostick [26]. A close relationship between the probability distributions of low pore-scale171

velocities and throat sizes is not evident. Otherwise, considering the pore volume-equivalent172

diameter, d, as a metric for comparison, we find that the probability distribution of scaled d,173

fd, (Fig. 3a) remains similar between the settings analyzed and is described by an exponential174

model, fd ∼ 2.0e−1.3(d/〈d〉), for d/〈d〉 > 0.5, 〈d〉 being the mean of d. The similarity observed175

for the probability distribution of low pore-scale velocities in all settings analyzed is thus176

supported by the probability distribution of pore volume-equivalent diameters.177

The high velocity range of fu (Fig. 3c) displays a tail that is captured by a stretched178

exponential model (see Appendix B for an assessment of the influence of the sample size on179
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λ = 0.53
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(c)

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Probability density functions, fd, of scaled pore volume-equivalent

diameter, d/〈d〉, and (b) Probability density functions, fu, of scaled velocity magnitude, u/〈u〉, for

the three settings analyzed. Symbols correspond to the simulation results and the straight dashed

line to the power-law model employed to interpret the low velocity range. (c) Semi-logarithmic

plot of the same data as in (b) with the stretched exponential functions considered to interpret the

pattern of the decays observed in the distribution of high velocities.

the tail of fu)180

fu ∼ λγ (λu/〈u〉)γ−1 e−(λu/〈u〉)
γ

. (5)

Stretched exponential tails in the probability distribution of pore-scale velocities were pre-181

viously encountered in Siena et al. [18] for single-phase flow in nine stochastically generated182

three-dimensional porous media, and in Siena et al. [37] for single-phase flow in two natural183

porous media. Interpretation of the tail through the stretched exponential model is achieved184

for u/〈u〉 > 10. The value of the stretching exponent, γ, does not change significantly across185

the cases considered. Otherwise, the scale factor, λ, displays a lower value (of about 40%) in186

the presence of a trapped non-wetting phase as compared to the other two cases, which are187

characterized by the same estimated value of λ. This suggests that trapping of a non-wetting188

phase can give rise to heavier tailing.189

C. Role of Wettability on Main Features of Velocity Distributions190

The results illustrated in Section III B document that the presence of a trapped phase191

can alter the probability distribution of high pore-scale velocities, shifting it toward higher192

values. This modification is even more pronounced when the trapped phase is non-wetting,193

revealing that preferential flowpaths may undergo significant changes, depending on the194
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single-phase trapped water trapped oil

0
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u/〈u〉
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A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

D D D

D

D

FIG. 4 (color online). Filled contours of scaled velocity magnitude on two planes normal to the

mean flow direction for each case analyzed (top row: z = 0.34Lz; bottom row: z = 0.97Lz; Lz

being the total length of the computational domain along the mean flow direction). Blue color

represents trapped water in the setting where oil is flowing (second column). Red color represents

trapped oil in the setting where water is flowing (third column). Symbols A and B respectively

indicate higher and lower local flow velocities, as compared to the single-phase case. Symbols C

indicate areas where velocity vanishes following trapping, D corresponding to appearance of high

velocity areas.

wettability of the trapped fluid phase. We compare qualitatively the scaled velocity fields195

across the settings analyzed. Figure 4 depicts contours of scaled velocity on two planes196

perpendicular to the mean flow direction. We note that the spatial distribution of regions197

where (wetting and/or non-wetting) phase trapping can be observed is mainly governed198

by the pore-space geometry and by the contact angle formed at the triple fluid-fluid-solid199

contact lines. The effect of additional parameters (including the capillary number) can lead200

to spatial distributions of the trapped phase differing from what one could assess solely on201

the basis of geometrical attributes of the pore space. Under flow condition with trapped202

wetting (water) phase, we observe that water resides in the dead-end and high entry pressure203
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. Scatter-plot of scaled velocities corresponding to single-phase flow and fluid flow in the

presence of trapped (a) water or (b) oil, for the cross-section at z = 0.34Lz (see Fig. 4). Associated

contour plots are depicted for (middle column) single-phase flow condition and (right column)

settings related to the presence of a trapped phase. Points close to the parity line (in red) correspond

to regions where features (A) or (B) occur. Otherwise, points close to the horizontal or vertical

axis corresponds to locations associated with features (C) and (D), respectively. These two sets of

points and the corresponding spatial pattern are respectively identified through dashed magenta

and dash-dotted orange curves (see also Appendix C for additional details).

pores (i.e., pores that oil could not invade) as well as in the small crevices and corners of the204

pore space. Otherwise, when the trapped phase is non-wetting (oil), isolated oil ganglia are205

formed and occupy the central body of some pores and throats. Such a behavior is expected206

from theoretical arguments and was previously observed in several experiments [35]. In207

terms of velocity field, four significant features can be observed: high-velocity areas initially208

present in the single-phase case may be subject to (A) an increase or (B) a decrease in209

velocity magnitude, eventually until (C) velocity vanishes; a high-velocity area may also (D)210
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 6. Scatter-plot of scaled velocities juxtaposing (a) trapped water and single-phase conditions,

(b) trapped oil and single-phase conditions, or (c) trapped oil and trapped water conditions. Points

above and below the parity line are signatures of high-velocity channels present in both cases

considered and characterized by increased or decreased velocity magnitudes, respectively. Points

close to the horizontal or to the vertical axis are signatures of high-velocity channels that are either

disappearing or appearing.

appear in the pore space. When the trapped phase is wetting (water), we note that features211

(A), (B), and (C) can be identified. In the second cross-section analyzed (bottom row, second212

column in Fig. 4), only feature (B) is observed. Otherwise, all four features are documented213

when the trapped phase is non-wetting. To further support these observations, we compute214

scatter-plots of the scaled velocities for each cell of the pore space that is in common between215

pairs of differing settings considered. Figure 5 depicts (i) the scatter plot juxtaposing scaled216

velocities corresponding to single-phase flow and fluid flow in the presence of trapped phase217

at a given cross section together with (ii) the associated contour plots of scaled velocities.218

Corresponding scatterplots associated with the overall sample are depicted in Fig. 6. Points219

close to the parity line (in red) correspond to regions where features (A) or (B) occur.220

Otherwise, points close to the horizontal or vertical axis corresponds to locations associated221

with features (C) and (D), respectively. Details on the way these features are identified in the222

scatter plot are provided in Appendix C. Comparing the solution obtained in the presence223

of a trapped wetting (water) phase against the single-phase solution on the whole sample224

(Fig. 6a), we note that feature (D), i.e., appearance of high-velocity areas, is absent (clusters225

of points near the vertical axis are missing in the graph). Instead, signatures of high-velocity226

channels with either increased (feature (A)) or decreased (feature (B)) velocity magnitudes227

are mostly noted, as documented by the observation that points are mostly concentrated228
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near the parity line. Comparing the solution obtained in the presence of a trapped non-229

wetting (oil) phase against the single-phase solution (Fig. 6b), evidences the occurrence of a230

relatively dense cloud of points near the vertical axis. This finding suggests that several areas231

that were characterized by low velocities (stagnant) under single-phase flow conditions are232

now associated with high velocities (feature (D)). Dense clouds of points near the horizontal233

axis (feature (C)) are also observed, with an ensuing decrease of points close the parity234

line (feature (A) and (B)). Similar observations can be made comparing the setting with235

trapped oil against the one with trapped water (Fig. 6c), suggesting that the latter is more236

correlated with the single-phase case than with the solution obtained following oil trapping.237

These results reveal that features (A) and (B) are promoted when the trapped phase is238

wetting and the distribution of preferential pathways is expected to be similar to the single-239

phase conditions. Otherwise, features (C) and (D) are mostly promoted when the trapped240

phase is non-wetting, with a more pronounced impact on the distribution of preferential241

pathways. As such, wettability is a significant parameter to take into account together242

with the degree of saturation when characterizing flow in porous media under multiphase243

conditions.244

IV. CONCLUSIONS245

Our results lead to the following major conclusions.246

(i) The probability density of pore-scale velocity magnitudes can be described by a power247

law in the low velocity range, regardless of the presence of a trapped fluid phase. Probability248

densities in the range of high velocities follow a stretched exponential decay with a stretching249

exponent that is markedly lower in the presence of a trapped non-wetting phase. We show250

that this characteristic is linked to the spatial arrangement of the trapped fluid phase, that251

is in turn associated with the wettability of the trapped fluid. A trapped wetting phase252

distributes in the dead end and high entry pressure pores as well as in the small crevices253

and corners of the pore space, and does not obstruct the central body of pores and throats,254

where the non-wetting phase flows. Otherwise, a trapped non-wetting phase resides in the255

form of isolated ganglia that remain in the central body of pores and throats and modifies256

the distribution of preferential pathways.257

(ii) Comparison of the velocity fields amongst the three settings analyzed (i.e., single-258

phase flow or two-phase flow in the presence of wetting or non-wetting trapped phase) leads259
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to identifying four key features. High velocities associated with a single-phase flow condition260

can either increase or decrease, eventually approaching zero. High velocities can also appear261

within regions classified as stagnant (or nearly stagnant) under single-phase flow conditions.262

(iii) We observe that the presence of a wetting trapped phase yields a distribution of263

preferential pathways similar to the scenario associated with single-phase conditions. Oth-264

erwise, a non-wetting trapped phase has a more pronounced impact on the distribution of265

preferential pathways.266

Our results form the basis to design further numerical and experimental analyses on267

diverse types of pore spaces to provide a general quantitative assessment of the feedback268

between velocity distribution features and controlling factors here documented for the first269

time.270
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Appendix A: Comparison between fluid-fluid interfaces boundary conditions276

Boundary conditions at fluid-fluid interfaces are embedded in the underlying formulation277

of the two-phase flow model. Otherwise, simulation of the flowing phase as a steady-state278

single-phase system requires setting boundary conditions at fluid-fluid interfaces, the latter279

being effectively part of the boundary of the solution domain. Highest fidelity would be at-280

tained when fluid motion is simulated in both the flowing and trapped phases and coupling281

of viscous stresses are applied at fluid-fluid interfaces. Practical and efficient implementation282

of such a coupling for multiple (tens to hundreds of) isolated trapped fluid regions is not283

straightforward. For instance, when considering the OpenFOAM R© toolbox, this would284

imply modifying low-level routines to allow applying a reference pressure to each fluid do-285

main. Disregarding such a feature would yield a diverging numerical solution of the linear286

system of equations related to the pressure field (continuity equation). As an alternative to287

this approach, one can resort to a technique which entails considering one of two limit cases,288
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FIG. 7 (color online). (a) Probability density functions, fu, of scaled velocity magnitude, u/〈u〉,

for the cases with no-slip conditions (open symbols) and free-slip conditions (plain symbols) im-

plemented at fluid-fluid interfaces (logarithmic scale). (b) Semi-logarithmic plot of the same data

as in (a) to emphasize high-velocity distribution.

i.e., (a) no-slip or (b) free-slip conditions, for which the solution behaves as if the trapped289

phase had infinite or zero viscosity, respectively. The main advantage of such a simplified290

approach is that the velocity field in the flowing phase is decoupled from the one in the291

trapped phase and the solution can be obtained through standard solvers.292

Our results are based on the implementation of no-slip conditions at fluid-fluid inter-293
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TABLE III. Main characteristics of the subsamples analyzed.

Number of voxels Sample size Total porosity Connected porosity Permeabilitya

[-] [mm3] [-] [-] [m2]

200× 200× 200 0.8× 0.8× 0.8 14.852% 13.977% 1.06× 10−12

250× 250× 300 1.0× 1.0× 1.2 12.750% 11.485% 3.64× 10−13

300× 300× 450 1.2× 1.2× 1.8 12.365% 11.465% 2.49× 10−13

a As determined from single-phase flow simulations

faces. As a comparison, we considered also the implementation of the free-slip conditions.294

This latter case yields generally higher flow rates (+7% during drainage and +1.6% during295

imbibition) for the same imposed pressure gradient, as expected. Nevertheless, the probabil-296

ity distributions of scaled velocity magnitude remain unchanged, as illustrated in Figure 7.297

This suggests that our conclusions are not affected by the approximation adopted for the298

treatment of the fluid-fluid interface boundary conditions.299

Appendix B: Influence of the sample size300

The rock sample analyzed has a total dimension of 1.2× 1.2× 1.8 mm3 (300× 300× 450301

voxels). Smaller subsamples are considered to investigate the influence of the sample size on302

the results. We focus here on single-phase flow conditions and compare the results in terms of303

probability density functions of scaled velocity magnitude, u/〈u〉. The main characteristics of304

each subsample analyzed are listed in Table III. Considering the low velocity range (Fig. 8a),305

differences between the cases are minimal, suggesting that the influence of the sample size306

is negligible in this range. Otherwise, the distribution of high-velocities (Fig. 8b) associated307

with the smallest subsample shows some differences as compared to the results documented308

for the larger samples. These results suggest that relying on the full size sample leads to a309

stable representation of fu.310

Appendix C: Identification of main features in the scatter plots of scaled velocities311

Scatter plots of scaled velocities corresponding to single-phase flow and fluid flow in312

the presence of trapped water or oil are characterized by clusters of points forming either313
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FIG. 8 (color online). (a) Probability density functions, fu, of scaled velocity magnitude, u/〈u〉,

obtained under single-phase flow conditions for the diverse sample sizes investigated. (b) Semi-

logarithmic plot of the same data as in (a) to emphasize high-velocity distribution.

linear trends or clouds (see Figs. 5 and 6). Figs. 9 and 10 exemplify the correspondence314

between selections of points in a scatter plot (in magenta) and the corresponding depiction315

(in magenta) in the contour plot of scaled velocity. We focus on the four sets of points316

described in the following.317

(i) Fig. 9a focuses on the selection of points that are above the parity line (in red)318

and correspond to a high-velocity area experiencing an increase in velocity magnitude with319
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respect to the single-phase scenario, i.e., feature (A). This selection corresponds to the points320

enclosed in the magenta dashed ovals in Fig. 5a.321

(ii) Fig. 9b focuses on the selection of points that are below the parity line (in red)322

and correspond to high-velocity areas experiencing a decrease in velocity magnitude with323

respect to the single-phase scenario, i.e., feature (B). This selection corresponds to the points324

enclosed in the orange dash-dotted ovals in Fig. 5a.325

(iii) Fig. 10a focuses on the selection of points that are close to the horizontal axis and326

correspond to vanishing high-velocity areas as compared to the single-phase scenario, i.e.,327

feature (C). This selection corresponds to the points enclosed in the orange dash-dotted328

ovals in Fig. 5b.329

(iv) Fig. 10b focuses on the selection of points that are close to the vertical axis and330

correspond to emerging high-velocity areas as compared to the single-phase scenario, i.e.,331

feature (D). This selection corresponds to the points enclosed in the magenta dashed ovals332

in Fig. 5b.333

Linear trends observed in the scatter plots may suggest a spatial correlation and might334

be indicative of points along to the same high-velocity flow path. Otherwise, it should be335

noted that we also observe high-velocity flow paths that corresponds to clouds of points in336

the scatter plot. As such, a precise interpretation of such linear trends is still ambiguous,337

while not strictly related to the main purpose of the study.338
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